
WRITING A PARAGRAPH LESSONS

If you are looking for ideas to teach paragraph writing, you are in the right place! From the series of over 30 writing mini
lessons for writer's workshop, paragraph.

Is it a hook, topic sentence, supporting sentence, or concluding sentence? This main idea is expressed through
three sections of a paragraph: Beginning - Introduce your idea with a topic sentence Middle - Explain your
idea through supporting sentences End - Make your point again with a concluding sentence, and, if necessary
transition to the next paragraph. Clearly, physical exercise is just one of the necessary ingredients for
improving student scores on standardized tests. Supporting sentence - This sentence provides information
about current teaching practices as a means of supporting the main idea. This weaker form is inappropriate for
a topic sentence. Students may have legitimate reasons for wanting to place a paragraph in a particular spot. A
number of paragraphs are then combined to write a report, an essay, or even a book. Updated May 08, There
are two structures to learn in English that are important in writing: the sentence and the paragraph. While not
absolutely necessary, a hook can help your readers begin thinking about your main idea. Procedures Hand out
magazines, newspapers, novels, or short stories and have students justify new paragraphs. Skiers ride up a ski
mountain on a chairlift or gondola. Make copies of a writing sample without paragraphs and give one to each
student. A hook might be an interesting fact or statistic, or a question to get the reader thinking. A weaker
form of this sentence might be: I think students probably need more recreational time Any time you begin
writing about a new idea, begin a new paragraph. There are four sentence types used to construct a paragraph:
Hook and Topic sentence A paragraph begins with an optional hook and a topic sentence. Of course, writers
may provide multiple examples to support their point. Exercise Write a cause and effect paragraph to explain
one of the following: The difficulties in finding a job The effects of technology on learning Causes of political
unrest. If using this lesson for a revision exercise, have students revisit their rough drafts and make necessary
paragraph changes. The components of this paragraph are analyzed below: Have you ever wondered why
some students can't seem to concentrate in class? Thesis - The bold statement gives the overall point of the
paragraph. Start a paragraph with a topic sentence, which states the main idea of that paragraph. The hook is
used to draw readers into the paragraph. They can use sentences in their paragraph. They need 3 - 5 paragraphs
in their paper, each paragraph having a different topic. Clinical analysis further suggests that physical exercise
greatly improves the ability to focus on academic materials. Allow for discussion. This sentence should use a
strong verb and make a bold statement. Concluding sentence The concluding sentence restates the main idea
found in your topic sentence and reinforces the point or opinion. This helps the reader become personally
engaged in the topic.


